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Since the birth of the Domaine, we regularly appear in press, books, reviews, 

guides. We are very proud of it but what you should pay attention to is the 

fact that a eulogistic press article or a good grade in a guide will never 

replace your own tastes, your own judgment. However, here are some 

Anglophone sources so you can have an overview of our work. 
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You will first be reading some information about the Domaine, the estate, 

and of course about Patrick Baudouin’s vision of his own wines. You will also 

read about the chenin and the Loire Valley before ending on some grades 

obtained by our wines. 

The Domaine 
● Le Tasting room 01-2015  

« The wines are impressive and despite being just short of the finishing line in terms of 

fermentations, malos etc, are already very stylish and polished in style.  The whites are 

nicely balanced with great fruit and good acidity, the reds have good fruit and lovely 

supple tannins. […] » I « Patrick Baudouin’s estate is located in Princé, a lieu dit of 

Chaudefondes-sur-Layon and has a charming tasting room that has just been renovated 

maintaining lovely original features such as the mangers found in the barn and an old 

screw section of an ancient press used to maintain the building where an internal wall has 

been removed. There’s a relaxed area for informal tasting and a long table for 

professional tastings and bigger groups. The winery is a lovely old building (circa 

1910).  13.5 hectares of vines located on some of Anjou Noir’s best terroirs – schist, 

sandstone and volcanic rocks dominate and give their character to a range of wines that 

are lovingly allowed to do their own thing in the winery.  No cultivated yeasts, no 

chaptalisation and only minimum levels of sulphur are used to ensure that these organic 

vineyards express themselves and their unique character. […] » 

➢ Read all about it : http://www.letastingroom.com/all-blog/domaine-patrick-baudouin/ 

 

● The Source European wine imports - Patrick Baudouin – Loire Valley, France 
« He is a man at one with his vines and it shows in the delicate nature of his wines. His 

whites made exclusively from Chenin Blanc reveal layer after layer of savory notes of fruits, 

dried herbs and grasses, acacia honey, and spices all woven together on an ethereal 

wavelength. He is a musician turned maestro, conducting his vines to deliver soft, beautiful 

and tranquil music. […] » I « Patrick Baudouin’s 13.5 hectares of vineyards are located 

in Anjou and the Coteaux du Layon, which are situated on the great terroirs of the Anjou 

Noir. Patrick explained that the Anjou Noir is named after the dark-colored ancient rocks 

of the Massif Armoricain. This Massif was formerly a range of mountains that were once as 

high as the Alps but over the last 400 million years have eroded down to rolling hills of 

ancient metamorphic and volcanic rock that rise just over 400 meters above the sea. 

Today, the region is protected by a ridge to the southwest which rises to 200 meters and 

keeps the rainfall here in the lowest of all of the Loire Valley. However, because the 

area lies between the Layon and the Loire River, the humidity remains high and conditions 

for botrytis are ideal, creating what we know as the signature style off-dry white wine 

made from Chenin Blanc. […] » 

➢ Read all about it : https://thesourceimports.com/producers/patrick-baudouin/ 
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● Vinous, 12-2014 « Patrick Baudouin portrait » 
« Patrick Baudouin is a quiet man. Like a professor after class, he often sports a pair of 

glasses dangling on a chain around his neck and waits for his visitor’s questions. That is 

befitting for the gentleman who is currently the president of the appellation of Anjou. For 

years he had worked with René Renou, who was then the chairman of the French AOC 

system, trying to set higher standards for the region. To this day he remains understandably 

peeved that producers are allowed to chaptalize wines that are destined to be sold as 

(noble?) sweet chenin blanc such as Quarts de Chaumes. Many producers take 

advantage of this loophole, but he has not chaptalized a single wine since 1994. That was 

shortly after he returned to the Loire in 1990. It was not until 2001, however, that he made 

his first dry chenin blanc. Shortly before, in 1998, he purchased the estate in Princé, where 

he currently makes his wines, hardly a stone’s throw from where his great grandparents 

began in Ardenay. He plans to renovate the manor house after the 2014 vintage in order 

to have a more suitable place to receive guests, but has invested all of his time and 

money to date in the 15 hectares of vineyards that he currently owns. Although they are 

not all certified by Demeter as organically grown, he has not jumped on the biodynamic 

bandwagon because he is not a great fan of some Rudolf Steiner’s obtuse theories. That 

he makes only 40.000 bottles a year, though, says everything about the low yields that he 

thinks necessary to produce fine dry chenin blanc. At harvests, he adds neither cultured 

yeasts nor sulfur and ferments in Burgundian barrels. The malolactic fermentations take 

place naturally. Some of the 2013s were in fact still bubbling when I visited his cellars in 

early August. While warm, sunny vintages like 2009 are easier to make, they seldom bring 

forth the tonic style of wine that he prefers: 2010 and 2008 remains the benchmark here. » 

➢ Read all about it : http://vinous.com/articles/focus-on-loire-valley-chenin-blanc-dec-2014 
 

• Wine anorak 10-2008 « The wines of Patrick Baudouin, Coteaux du Layon, 

Loire, France » 
« Patrick Baudouin (pictured) is one of the Loire’s leading producers of sweet whites, and 

makes sensational wines from his three terroirs in Coteaux du Layon: Chaudefonds sur 

Layon, Saint Aubin de Luigné and Rochefort sur Loire. » 

➢ Read all about it: http://www.wineanorak.com/patrick_baudouin.htm 
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Chenin 

● The Illuminated Bottle 02-2017 « Patrick Baudouin, Winegrower and scholar of 

Chenin Blanc » 
« Patrick Baudouin is descendant of several generations of wine growers in Anjou, the 

Loire Valley, and has been making wine for 26 years.  He tells us of his research into the 

origins of Chenin Blanc and explains the diverse styles, from the bone-dry Savennières to 

the sweet and noble Quarts de Chaume.  He also explains his wine making of natural 

yeasts, really long fermentations, low sulfur, and so much more.  I could listen to this man 

for hours! » 

➢ Listen to it : http://www.theilluminatedbottle.com 

 

● Vinous 12-2014 « Focus on Loire Valley chenin blanc » 
« While the « douceur angevine », as the French call this gentle countryside with its sweet 

air, may be perfect for a summer holiday, few associate the region with serious vinous 

pleasures. Older readers will, of course remember when Muscadet was in fashion as a 

refreshing white wine to drink with oysters, but few connoisseurs would mention chenin 

blanc in the same breath with chardonnay, sauvignon blanc or Riesling. That is a mistake! 

Few grapes are so versatile and, as a new generation of winemakers is proving, the finest 

examples can compete with anything those other varieties have to offer. In fact, a 

number of these wines must now be counted among the finest whites produced in France. 

» I « As Patrick Baudouin explains, his [malolactic] take place naturally, perhaps because 

most of the chenin blanc at his estate is matured in barns that are near ground level.  “I do 

nothing,” he says. “They either happen or they do not. » 

➢ Read all about it : http://vinous.com/articles/focus-on-loire-valley-chenin-blanc-dec-2014 
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Anjou & Loire Valley 

● The Wine Advocate 10-2014 « A Loire love letter » 
« So many wines I have tasted are produced organically or even biodynamically that I 

wonder if there is a region in France with a similar density of "green" producers. I don't 

speak of natural or orange wines here but of modern wines made with rather ancient 

methods: organic farming, manual harvest, almost no extraction, long if not extremely long 

lees contact in barrels or concrete tanks before bottling (often unfixed and unfiltered). The 

purity, precision and often racy freshness of the Loire wines whose terroirs and styles are so 

extremely complex, is really striking. Most of the wines are available for almost ridiculous 

prices. The following is just an overview, not representative but hopefully diverse enough to 

mirror the pluralism of styles and qualities in one of the world's most innovative, authentic 

and exciting wine regions. » 

➢ Read all about it : http://www.saumur-kiosque.com/images/articles/Stephan%20Reinhardt.pdf 

 

• Decanter 02-2013 « Decanter travel guide: Loire Valley, France » 
« The Loire Valley is the largest source of white wine in France, the second-largest source of 

AC rosé, and the third-largest source of AC wines generally. Only Champagne produces 

more sparkling. But nowhere can match the Loire’s range of styles, from light, crisp 

Muscadets to raspberry-rich Chinons. The Route du Vin – the Loire Wine Road – makes 

wine tourism a lot easier, directing drivers past meadows flanked by vineyards and hills, 

through sleepy villages. Visit when the wildflowers start coming through at the end of 

March, or hold off for the burnished leaves of autumn, when woodsmoke scents the air 

and grapes hang heavy on the vines. » 

➢ Read all about it : http://www.decanter.com/wine-travel/france/decanter-travel-guide-loire-

valley-france-21387/ 
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Our wines 

 

ANJOU BLANC VINTAGE   

Effusion 

2015 
RVF « Gourmet, sober and precise; bitter in finale; full of vitality » 

Decanter « Nose well framed […] toasty fruit on the palate » 

16 

90 

2013 RVF « Perfumed and tight »  15.5 

2012 
RVF « Wide and crunchy with some mouthwatering bitter »   15.5 

Bettane & Desseauve « True sweet chenin »  16 

2011 
Bettane & Desseauve « Haute couture texture, soft volume, pure 

saline finale »  

16 

La Fresnaye 2013 RVF « Tight, pure and tonic »  15 

Le Cornillard 

2013 
RVF « Flavors are complex and intense; noble bitter and 

remarkable reach »  

16.5 

2012 RVF « Coated with soft sugar, generous profile »  16 

2010 Bettane & Desseauve « Complex, pure, dense and delicious » 16 

Les Saulaies 2011 RVF « Hints of mirabelle plum and praline »  15.5 

Les Gâts 
2013 RVF « Vigorous, solar, dense »  17 

2012 RVF « Tight, vigorous, a great chenin of Anjou »  16.5 
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ANJOU ROUGE VINTAGE   

La Fresnaye 2013 RVF « Sour fruit and intensity of the red »  15 

Les Coteaux 

d’Ardenay 

2015 RVF « Stable wine, healthy, juicy, gourmand, appealing »  15.5-16.5 

2011 
RVF « Intense, delicatelly peppery, tasty »  15.5 

Bettane & Desseauve « Silk and pure style»  15.5 

2010 Bettane & Desseauve « Gourmet and fine »  15 

Les Touches 2011 Bettane & Desseauve « Silky texture, interesting fruity » 15.5 

SAVENNIERES VINTAGE   

Savennières 

2014 Bettane & Desseauve « Wide and rich in your mouth » 16 

2013 RVF « Energetic » 15.5 

2011 Bettane & Desseauve « Pure and harmonious » 16.5 

2010 
Bettane & Desseauve « Baroque in the beginning, vertical in your 

mouth, elegant finale » 
16.5 

2009 
Bettane & Desseauve « Verticality, balance between smoothness 

and tension, saline finale » 
16 

QUARTS DE CHAUME VINTAGE   

Les Zersilles 
2015 RVF « Cool, deep, baroque and extrovert » 18-19 

2011 Bettane & Desseauve « Outstanding refinement » 17 

COTEAUX DU LAYON VINTAGE   

Les Bruandières 2013 
RVF « Amazing Coteaux du Layon, an ideal and a model 

of botrytis expression to be quoted as an example » 
16.5 

 

• RVF and Bettane & Desseauve are two recognized French guide books about wine. 

Decanter is a British review about wine.   
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